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Abstract8

The advent of mobile technology led to the emergence of Mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANETs).9

These networks have no infrastructure and central authority. Nodes in MANETs act as both10

routers and hosts. MANET nodes join and leave the network at will making the network11

topology dynamic. MANETs are prone to both passive and active security attacks. Blackhole12

is a denial of service attack under active attacks. Blackhole nodes work in collaboration13

forming cooperative black hole attacks. The attacks drop or redirecting data packets on14

transit. Cooperative blackhole attacks are dangerous in operations where communication is15

critical16

17

Index terms— routing protocol, mobile ad hoc network, security.18

1 Introduction19

ANETs are wireless, with no infrastructure, and central management authority. These networks are dynamic20
nodes join and leave the network at will. MANETs work in areas where wired networks fail either due to21
destruction or natural catastrophes such as earthquakes, storms, eruptions, or terrorism [1], [2].22

In MANETs, nodes communicate through special routing protocols [1], [2]. Researchers have developed several23
routing protocols and techniques to optimize MANETs’ security [2], [6]. However, design issues are surrounding24
MANETs routing protocols and techniques. Some of the issues are related to the unique properties of MANETs.25
These issues make most of the security techniques designed for wired networks incompatible with MANETs [3].26

MANETs routing protocols are grouped into three categories. The categories include; reactive routing27
protocols, proactive routing protocols, and hybrid protocols. Reactive routing protocols are demanddriven.28
They create routes whenever a source node wishes to send data packets to a destination node. This implies that29
nodes that actively participate in routes formation are the ones that maintain valid routing information. Some30
of the examples of reactive routing protocols are Adhoc On-Demand Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing31
(DSR), and Link Aware Routing (LAR) [6]. In proactive protocols, nodes maintain complete routing information32
of the network. Any change of network topology due to nodes’ mobility leads to automatic updating of routing33
tables. Some of the examples of proactive routing protocols are; Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV),34
Global State Routing (GSR), and Hierarchically Segmented Routing (HSR) protocols. Hybrid protocols contain35
blended features of both proactive and reactive routing protocols [4].36

The open form of communication in MANETs paves way for an attacker to join and intercept the37
communication process. Further, the unique properties of MANETs have introduced an underlying complex38
security problem [5], [7]. Cooperation amongst nodes has made MANETs vulnerable to many network security39
threats. Therefore, in the design of effective security techniques secure transmission should be a key consideration40
[5], [7], [25].41

Blackhole attack is one of the popular active attacks that endanger network integrity. Blackhole nodes drop42
data packets between any two communicating nodes that establish a connection [7]. For instance, a source node43
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3 RELATED WORK

can send Route Request (RREQ) packets to establish a communication with the destination node. Any node in44
the network that has the shortest route to the destination can respond to the RREQ packet. This open form of45
communication paves the way for blackhole nodes to join in the communication process. For instance, when the46
black hole nodes receive the RREQ packet, they masquerade as genuine nodes by sending fake RREP packets47
with the shortest and freshest route to the destination. This makes the source node to select the route with48
malicious nodes. However, when these black hole nodes receive the data packets they drop or reroute them49
to fake destinations. Further, black hole nodes collaborate to launch attacks known as ’cooperative black hole50
attacks”. The cooperative black hole attacks are more harmful to a network than any other form of attack [8],51
[20].52

Techniques such as CBDS and ECBDS suffer from security and performance issues. These issues are attributed53
to packet delivery ratio (PDR), end to end delays, and routing overhead. Most of the security issues arise from54
architecture and design considerations of the techniques. For instance, in CBDS and ECBDS techniques a source55
node takes some time to identify and use bait address from one of its immediate neighbours. This contributes to56
end to end delays. Further, these techniques do not have an effective mechanism of identifying genuine nodes in57
the network which leads to the incorporation of blackhole nodes in the transmission process. Additionally, genuine58
nodes transmit data packets without checking their energy levels. This opens an opportunity for the depleted59
nodes to transmit; hence acting selfishly. Selfish nodes drop data packets to save energy for their sustenance.60

The study proposes a TB-RCBDT technique using the OTB-DSR protocol to identify and mitigate61
collaborative black hole attacks. TB-RCBDT used Resilient Cooperative Bait Detection Technique (RCBDT)62
which uses source node self-address as the bait address. Source node self-address saves transmission bandwidth,63
node’s energy, and time. Further, RCBDT uses an algorithm that checks energy levels for all genuine nodes64
before engaging them in any transmission. In case there are nodes whose energy levels are below the threshold, it65
gives alerts to the source node. Additionally, TB-RCBDT uses the trust concept through the OTB-DSR protocol66
to identify malicious nodes in the network.67

The design, implementation, and simulation of TB-RCBDT were done in a Linux environment using NS-3.68
Further, the technique was tested alongside CBDS and ECBDS used as benchmark techniques.69

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents related works, section 3 is a discussion of the70
methodology used. Section 4 describes the simulation environment. Further, section 5 presents the results and71
discussions. Finally, section 6 summarizes the study by giving conclusions and future work.72

2 II.73

3 Related Work74

Abdelshafy and King proposed a mechanism (BRM) using the AODV protocol [6]. Its purpose was to mitigate75
the black hole attack. Simulation results showed that BRM-AODV was superior to AODV and SAODV routing76
protocols in all network performance metrics. BRM detected black hole nodes easily regardless of their number.77
Additionally, results showed that BRM increased the performance of AODV routing algorithms in MANETs.78
However, BRM-AODV failed to detect collaborative black hole attacks. Reviewed literature indicates that no79
enhancement of the BRM has been done.80

Ukey proposed a 1-2ACK technique to curb routing attacks in MANETs [16]. 1-2ACK creates sets of three81
adjacent nodes for all the nodes that form routes for transmitting packets. This technique detected and mitigated82
black holes’ attacks. However, the technique introduced extra control packets which led to routing overheads.83

Hiremani and Jadhao developed a security technique using modified extended data routing information84
(MEDRI) using the routing table of the AODV protocol [17]. The technique was capable of detecting cooperative85
black hole attacks. MEDRI table maintained a record of the history of the previous malicious nodes. This record86
was used for the future discovery of secure paths from source to destination. However, the technique suffered87
from routing overhead and end to end delay.88

Mistry et al. proposed a security technique that uses the source node to receive the first RREP [9]. Further,89
the technique waits for a specified time interval before receiving and storing the other RREPs. The source node90
analyses all the RREPs and rejects the ones with a very high sequence number. However, simulation results91
indicate that the technique increased average end to end delay.92

Su et al. proposed a technique using an intrusion detection system (IDS) [10]. The purpose of IDS nodes is to93
detect the malicious value of nodes based on the difference between RREQs and RREPs forwarded by a node.94
However, if the malicious value goes beyond the threshold, the node is considered malicious. This makes the95
IDS node broadcasts a block message to all nodes on the network. The technique introduced extra nodes in the96
network. Further, IDS sniffed all the RREQs and RREPs of all nodes that led to extra overhead.97

Gupta et al. proposed a technique using Ad hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector (OMDV) [11]. The98
technique provided multiple paths during routes establishment. The source node selects only one route among99
available ones. The node maintains the legitimacy of all its neighbouring nodes. The technique ensures that the100
route selected does not include nodes with legitimacy value less than the threshold. This helps in detecting and101
avoiding malicious nodes. However, the technique was not able to detect cooperative blackhole nodes.102

Saha et al. proposed a Two-Level Secure Rerouting (TSR) [12]. The technique uses Local Supervision (LS)103
and Congestion Window Surveillance (CWS) modules to detect malicious attacks. TSR addresses these attacks104
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using the Alternate Route Finder (ARF) module. ARF module does the work of rerouting packets at the network105
layer. Simulation results showed that the proposed technique is resilient against various attacks. However, LS106
and CWS modules introduced routing overhead.107

Bhosle proposed a watchdog and pathrater mechanism [13]. The technique ensures that each node maintains108
a pending packet table and node rating table. Each node stores all packets forwarded in the pending packet table109
and overhears its neighbours. If the neighbouring node successfully forwards the packet, the value of the packet110
forwarded in the node rating table is incremented. However, if the packet is dropped, the value is decremented.111
Additionally, if the value of dropped packets gets to the threshold value, that node termed as malicious. This112
used extra memory space to maintain extra tables which translated to routing overhead.113

Thachil presented a technique that does the overhearing of neighbouring nodes to calculate their trust value114
[14]. Before a node forwards the packet, it keeps a copy in the cache. Additionally, a node overhears the packets115
forwarded by its neighbours. If a packet forwarded by the neighbour matches with the packet in the cache, the116
sending node believes that the neighbouring node is genuine. However, if the packet doesn’t match the trust value117
is decremented. If the trust value goes beyond the threshold, that node is considered malicious. The technique118
introduced routing overhead at a node.119

Bindra et al. developed a security technique that uses the AODV protocol [15]. The proposed technique keeps120
an extended data routing information (EDRI) table in every node. This technique discovers secure paths by121
avoiding cooperative black hole nodes. However, the challenge of this technique is that malicious nodes must be122
contiguous to be discovered. Further, the introduction of the EDRI table led to routing overhead.123

Gaikwad and Ragha developed a cooperative cluster agents (CCAs) technique to mitigate cooperative black124
hole attacks [18]. The technique uses DRI and SRT-RRT tables as input to CCAs. Simulation results showed that125
the technique detected cooperative black hole nodes. Additionally, the technique identified a secure routing path126
from source to destination. This technique was compared to the standard AODV protocol. Results show that the127
technique proved to be superior. However, CCAs technique introduced routing overhead due to the incorporation128
of DRI and SRT-RRT tables. Further, packet delivery ratio and throughput need further improvement to hit the129
desired levels.130

Dumne and Manjaramkar proposed a Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme (CBDS) based upon the DSR131
mechanism [19]. The scheme integrates proactive and reactive defence architectures to detect malevolent nodes.132
Simulation results showed that CBDS using AODV was superior to DSR protocol and CBDS using DSR. Metrics133
used in this scheme were throughput and packet delivery ratio. However, the proposed technique was inferior134
to CBDS using AODV in terms of throughput and packet delivery ratio. This is a motivation for researchers135
to enhance the new technique. Further, the reverse tracing technique led to the end to end delay in data136
transmission.137

Emimajuliet and Thirilogasundari proposed Modified Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme (MCBDS) based on138
DSDV [20]. MCBDS is a modification of CBDS. Simulation results showed that MCBDS with DSDV protocol139
was superior to DSR and 2ACK scheme. However, MCBDS suffered from routing overhead. Reviewed literature140
shows that there is a need for a hybrid technique that can combine MCBDS with other techniques to provide a141
resilient technique that can secure routing of data packets.142

Mwangi, Meath, and Kamau proposed a Resilient Cooperative Bait Detection Technique (RCBDT) using143
DSR protocol in NS3 to curb collaborative black hole attacks [29]. The proposed technique used the source node144
address as the bait address. Further, the RCBDT used an algorithm that checks nodes’ energy levels before145
engaging them in packet transmission. The proposed technique was compared with CBDS and ECBDS used146
as benchmark techniques. Simulation results indicated that the proposed technique was superior to benchmark147
techniques. Metrics used were packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delays, and routing overheads. The findings148
showed that RCBDT had the highest packet delivery Ratio of 94%, while ECBDS and CBDS had 88% and 81%149
respectively. Additionally, simulation results indicated that RCBDT had the lowest routing overhead of below150
8% while ECBDS and CBDS had 15% and 19% respectively. Finally, results indicated that RCBDT had an151
end-to-end delay of 1.2 seconds while ECBDS and CBDS which had an average of 1.3 and 1.8 seconds.152

Mwangi, Meath, and Kamau proposed an Optimized Trust-Based Dynamic Source Routing (OTB-DSR)153
protocol in NS3 [30]. The proposed protocol integrates dynamic trust and friendship functions in the architecture154
of standard DSR protocol. The performance of the OTB-DSR protocol was compared to standard DSR and155
AODV used as the benchmark protocols. Simulation results indicated that the proposed protocol was superior to156
standard DSR and AODV protocols used as the benchmark protocols. Performance metrics used include; packet157
delivery ratio, routing overhead, end to end delays, and throughput used as performance metrics. The OTB-DSR158
protocol had a packet delivery ratio of above 95%, routing overhead of 4.75%, an end to end delay of between159
0.9 seconds and 1.65 seconds, and throughput of 95.6 Kbps.160

4 III.161

5 Methodology162

The architecture of the proposed technique was first designed. In the next section, the architecture was translated163
into a flowchart. Further, in the next section, a detailed description of the proposed technique was provided. In164
the next section, a demonstration of how the proposed technique computes trust weights in source routes was165
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9 G) REACTIVE DEFENCE PHASE

done. In the next section algorithms of the proposed technique and SROC were developed. Further, in the next166
section, the technique was implemented in NS-3 programming language. The next section was a discussion of167
the results of the proposed technique. Finally, the last section was the conclusion and future work.168

6 a) The Architecture of TB-RCBDT Technique169

The architecture is made up of integration of RCBDT and OTB-DSR. The two components interact to identify170
safe and resilient routes as shown in Figure 1. Further, besides the architecture combining the merits of both171
proactive and reactive defines architectures. It also employs the concept of trust values and energy levels of a172
node when selecting optimal routes from the node’s cache. These factors make the selected source route stand173
higher chances of being free from malicious attacks during the data transmission process. The primary purpose of174
this component is to select the most optimal route among the prioritized routes. The selected route is marked as175
the backbone route for packets transmission. The other routes in the node cache are marked as secondary routes.176
However, in case the selected route turns out to be invalid or broken, the route refresher component in liaison with177
the OTB-DSR protocol refreshes the source routes. The information about the fresh source routes is circulated178
to all the nodes in the network so that they can update their nodes’ caches. The block diagram in Figure 2 is179
a diagrammatic representation of the SROC module. The flowchart of the TB-RCBDT technique is shown in180
Figure 3. The technique comprises of integration between Optimized Trust-Based DSR protocol and RCBDT181
design. The primary purpose of RCBDT is to bait all the malicious nodes in the network. Further, RCBDT is182
also responsible for determining the energy level for all nodes to establish genuine nodes in the network. Any183
node with an energy level far above the expected level is considered to be malicious; hence blacklisted. Genuine184
nodes with energy levels above the threshold level and within the limits of acceptable nodes’ energy levels are185
engaged in packet transmission.186

7 e) Initial Self-Address Bait phase187

The phase uses the address of the source node (self-address) as the bait address. This is opposed to the initial188
bait phase of CBDS and ECBDS which randomly chooses the address of one of its nearest hop neighbours as its189
bait destination address. The source node sends bait RREQ with its address as the destination address and waits190
for a reply from other nodes in the network. OTB-DSR protocol helps in broadcasting this self-address to all its191
neighbours through the flooding process. A ’Flooding Controller’ is used which reduces the lifetime of RREQ192
packets by every hop. FC will ensure that the flooded RREQ packets automatically eliminate themselves in the193
network. This will lead to efficient utilization of the bandwidth and also control routing overhead. Further, the194
TV will help in identifying the most reliable backbone nodes as their selection will be based on the value stored195
in the TV packet.196

Any node that sends the RREP packet is considered a malicious node in the network. The malicious nodes are197
the fake nodes that receive the route request packet and masquerade to be genuine nodes by sending fake RREP198
packets with the highest frequency. This triggers the reverse tracing program as indicated in the next phase.199

Using self-address as the bait address makes the source node to save its battery power. This power could have200
been used when communicating with one hop step neighbour to generate the bait address. Further, this also201
saves time and other network resources as no engagements are involved between the source node and its one-hop202
step neighbours, hence improving network efficiency.203

8 f) Reverse Tracing Phase204

In this phase, the reverse tracing program is started to detect the routes with malicious nodes. If the routes are205
secure, no node send san RREP packet since the source node had broadcasted its address. When malicious nodes206
receive RREQ, they respond to false RREPs. This triggers the reverse tracing program which tries to identify207
the dubious paths and exact location of the malicious nodes through the RREPs.208

The reverse tracing program then forms a set (Nd) of all the nodes that sent back the false RREPs and209
saves them in the malicious nodes alarmed list. The source node uses this set (Nd) to form a malicious node210
detected list. It then sends an alarm to all other nodes in the network about the existence of the malicious211
nodes. The malicious nodes detected list helps other nodes to establish temporary a set of trusted routes in the212
network.Nd={n1,n2,n3,?,nm}(1)213

This phase saves a lot of node’s battery power and memory space as no set difference operation is computed214
to identify the malicious nodes. In ECBDS, when the node received RREP, it would perform a set difference215
operation between the address List recorded in RREP and saved RREQ. Further, it would cache the routing of216
receiving nodes and consequently obtain a new list of genuine nodes. This process drained battery power and217
memory space, hence limiting its ability to participate in subsequent data transmission processes.218

9 g) Reactive Defence Phase219

In this phase, first, the reverse tracing program is terminated. Additionally, all the nodes in the malicious node220
detected list (blackhole list) are deactivated by setting their life-bit bit to zero (sleep mode). Further, this221
information is broadcasted to all other nodes in the network. Secondly, the OTB-DSR route discovery phase gets222
triggered. OTB-DSR ensures that Cumulative Trust Values (CTV) and Friendship Level (FL) of every node in223
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the network are computed before the node is engaged. The route discovery process introduces a set of special224
nodes known as backbone nodes which helps in the fast selection of new routes. The selection of these backbone225
nodes is based on factors such as; nodes’ availability, nodes’ signal strength, nodes’ cumulative trust value, nodes’226
friendship level, and energy levels of nodes. The CTV and FL help in identifying reliable primary routes and227
backbone nodes.228

The backbone address challenges of link breakages due to failure or node unreachability. These backbone229
nodes are reliable neighbouring nodes on standby. Further, they are closer to the optimal routing path nodes and230
have good signal strength and sufficient power. This improves the efficiency of the technique by guaranteeing the231
transmission of data packets without any transmission issues. When some of the reliable intermediary nodes get232
out of range a link failure can occur. In such a case, backbone nodes take charge of the process and the route is233
re-established without delay. The backbone nodes are selected at one hop distance from the affected node using234
the gratuitous technique.235

10 h) Refreshing Phase236

In this phase, the nodes’ route caches are refreshed. Broken links are deleted and newly established temporary237
trusted routes are saved in the nodes caches. Further, the newly recorded routes in the cache are used to determine238
the optimal route based on the current status of the network. These routes remain valid as long as there are239
no broken links or no gratuitous routes established. Additionally, the life-bit of nodes classified as genuine is240
incremented by one, and information circulated to all other nodes in the network. These nodes are allowed to241
participate in network operations as long as their battery power is above the threshold level.242

11 i) Computation of Trust Weights in Source Routes243

TB-RCBDT technique uses the OTB-DSR protocol to calculate the nodes’ trust values (TV) and friendship level244
(FL). The two parameters create an array of source routes weights ’Snaw’ which are saved in the node’s cache.245
Equation ??.1 is an array of calculated source routes weights stored in node X’s cache. From equation 6.1, ’w’246
is the weight of the route while ’?’ is a variable representing the dynamic variation of trust in nodes of a given247
route based state and time.248

The weight of a route can be any integer value based on the node’s social group level and trust recommendations249
(RTV) made by neighbouring nodes based on positive or negative interactions during packet forwarding. Equation250
??.2 shows how to calculate the weights of every source route. From equation 6.2, ’?’ is a moderating constant.251
This constant maps the aggregated trust weight of a source route between 0 and 1. Value ’0’ represents the252
absence of trust while value ’1’ represents total trust. The trust weights of routes are spread out between the253
two values. Source routes with most of the nodes from Most Trusted Friendship Level are the most secure routes254
since their route trust values are close to ’1’. However, if source routes have most of the nodes from Untrusted255
Friends Level, they are the least secure routes since their route trust values are close to ’0’.?? ?? [] = {?? 1??? ,256
?? 2??? , ?? 3??? , ?? 4??? , ? , ?? 5??? }(2)?? ??=([?????? ???? ] * ? ???? ?? ??=1 ) * ??(3)257

The Route Selector module prioritizes the source routes based on the aggregated weights. Source routes with258
aggregated trust weights greater than 0.5 or equal to 1 (0.5=<Wn<=1) are considered to be more trusted.259
Further, source routes with aggregated trust weights less than 0.5 (0=<Wn<0.5) are considered untrusted.260

The proposed TB-RCBDT technique evaluates the received packets at the destination node. Further, it261
determines whether they meet the packet delivery ratio threshold. If the PDR is below the threshold level, the262
technique triggers the destination node making it to send a Negative Acknowledgement (NACK) packet to the263
source node. Further, the source node redirects control to the Bait Phase where a fresh retransmission process264
is initiated. However, if the PDR is within the threshold level, the proposed technique triggers the destination265
node making it to send a Positive Acknowledgement (ACK) packet to the source node. The presence of the ACK266
packet at the source node end means that the handshake process was successful.267

12 j) Algorithm of TB-RCBDT Technique268

The TB-RCBDT algorithm describes in nontechnical terms a step by step process of the implementation of the269
technique. Further, the algorithm describes all the steps and processes undertaken by a node willing to send270
packets to the destination. Any node wishing to send data packets triggers the RCBDT algorithm which sends271
bait RREQ packet over the network. The purpose of the bait RREQ packet is to detect any malicious node in272
the MANET.273

Response to bait RREQ packet indicates the presence of malicious nodes in the network. This makes the274
RCBDT algorithm to mark them as malicious, blacklist, and deactivate them. Further, the algorithm identifies275
the genuine nodes, increases their life bit. Finally, the algorithm calculates their energy levels. The algorithm276
triggers the source node to send RREQ which identifies a safe route to channel the data packets. When the277
RREQ reaches the destination node, this node sends back an RREP packet to acknowledge the receipt of the278
RREQ packet sent by the source node.279

The OTB-DSR protocol calculates the composite trust values of all the intermediate nodes that successfully280
passed the RREQ packet. These composite trust values are stored in the node caches.281
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15 E K) ALGORITHM OF SROC MODULE

Further, the OTB-DSR protocol uses the composite trust values to calculate the friendship level of all the282
nodes. Finally, the OTB-DSR protocol uses the nodes’ composite trust values and friendship level to calculate283
the route trust weights.284

Further, the TB-RCBDT technique uses the SROC module to select the route with the highest Route Trust285
Value. This route is marked as the backbone route. The source node transmits the data packets to the destination286
through the backbone route. Finally, the TB-RCBDT technique checks whether the PDR threshold was met287
during the data transmission process. If yes, the data transmission process is terminated. Otherwise, the RCBDT288
is retriggered to restart the packet transmission process. Algorithm 1 shows a step by step procedure of the design289
of the proposed TB-RCBDT technique.290

13 Algorithm TB-RCBDT {[Begin] Run MANET// Calling291

Algorithm MANET Source Node intends to send data pack-292

ets to a destination node. RCBDT Algorithm triggered293

Through RCBDT algorithm Source node sends bait RREQ294

If (RREP from any node) { do { RCBDT algorithm tracks295

nodes that sent RREP and marks them as malicious RCBDT296

algorithm blacklists any malicious node. RCBDT algorithm297

deactivates blacklist nodes RCBDT algorithm increases life298

bit of genuine RCBDT algorithm calculates energy levels299

of genuine nodes } while (Blackhole exists in MANET)300

else { Source Node sends RREQ Destination node sends301

RREP//acknowledging to the source node OTB-DSR pro-302

tocol calculates trust values for intermediates node that303

successfully passes RREQ packet to nexthop neighbor OTB-304

DSR protocol stores trust values in nodes caches OTB-DSR305

protocol uses cumulative trust values to calculate friendship306

level OTB-DSR protocol stores friendship level in nodes307

caches OTB-DSR protocol calculates Routes Trust Weights308

RCBDT algorithm and OTB-DSR protocol use the route309

selector module to establish the source routes from nodes310

cache that has the highest Route Trust Weight. Call SROC311

algorithm Established source route marked as backbone312

route Destination node sends data packets through the313

backbone route. while (not PDR threshold met) { go to314

RCBDT Algorithm triggered } End Packet transmission315

Release channel //bandwidth Mark route as idle } [End]}316

Algorithm 1: TB-RCBDT Algorithm317

14 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology318

Volume XX Issue III Version I ( )319

15 E k) Algorithm of SROC Module320

The SROC algorithm is used to select the most optimal source route. The algorithm first scans and creates an321
array of all possible routes in the source node cache. The routes are then compared based on their route trust322
values (RTVs). The source route with the highest RTV is selected and marked as the backbone route to be used323
for packet transmission. However, if the backbone route proves to be invalid, the SROC algorithm refreshes the324
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array. Further, the SROC algorithm restarts the process of selecting the backbone route afresh. The operations325
of the SROC algorithm are depicted in Algorithm 2.326

16 Algorithm327

17 Simulation Environment328

To compare the effectiveness of the proposed TB-RCBDT technique, the simulation environment was setup in329
NS-3 Simulator. The simulation area measuring 1500 by 1000 meters was set in a rectangular pane. Additionally,330
fifty genuine mobile nodes were installed and configured. Further, two, four, and six blackhole nodes were installed331
in the three simulation scenarios. The black hole nodes used a simple attack model to entice other nodes in the332
network. The Channel of communication among nodes was set to User Datagram Protocol (UDP). OTB-DSR333
protocol was set as the routing protocol for all the nodes in the network.334

For the nodes to manoeuvre within the simulation area, the propagation model was set to Radom Way Point335
(RWP) model. The nodes were configured using radio waves in a manner that could enable them to receive336
signals from all directions using an omnidirectional antenna. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic model with a337
packet size of 512 bytes and sending rate of 4 packets per second was set to handle packet traffic. Simulation338
time for each scenario was set to 400 seconds. Finally, the nodes’ transmission range was set to a radius of a339
radio range of 250 meters. Table 1 is a summary of the simulation parameters. V.340

18 Results and Discussions341

The proposed TB-RCBDT technique was simulated in NS-3. Data generated by the Simulator was saved as342
text files of extension ”.dat”. The text files were then executed using Gnuplot software to generate the output.343
The generated output was compared to the CBDS and ECBDS technique used as chosen benchmarks. Packet344
delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead, and energy consumption were the performance metrics in345
the experiment. Figure 4 shows the simulation environment of the RCBDT technique. The dots in red show346
the distribution of mobile nodes across the simulation area. The study comprised of four different simulation347
scenarios. Six simulation experiments were conducted in each scenario. The chosen scenarios represented real348
communication environments faced with security challenges. In each of the scenarios nodes’ energy, nodes’ speed,349
and the number of malicious nodes were varied and the performance of the proposed technique was observed. In350
the first scenario, the network had fifty genuine nodes. Further, one source node and one destination node were351
selected randomly. The source node was configured in a manner that it could request for packet transmission to352
the destination node through the proposed technique. The initial energy of nodes was set to 60 joules. Nodes’353
speed was set to 5 m/sec. Simulation time was set to 400 seconds while the traffic generation interval was set354
to 10 seconds. Further, the proposed technique was simulated in an ideal environment. In this experiment, two355
malicious nodes were introduced into the network. The performance of the proposed technique was evaluated356
against the three metrics in all the six experiments. An average of each metric in the six experiments was taken.357

In the second scenario, one source node and two destination nodes were selected. The purpose of increasing358
the destination nodes was to increase the degree of transmitted packets to black hole nodes. Further, four359
blackhole nodes were introduced in the simulation environment. The blackhole nodes represented adversaries360
in emergencies that thwart the communication process. In our experiment, blackhole nodes were used to lure361
the source node to channel packets through them during simulation experiments. The blackhole nodes would362
then drop the data packets. The nodes’ speed was set to 10 m/sec. The initial energy of nodes was varied from363
60 joules to 80 joules. Traffic generation was set to 20 seconds. Six simulation experiments were conducted in364
this scenario in the presence of two blackhole nodes. Further, the performance of the proposed technique was365
evaluated in the presence of the two blackhole nodes. The results of the three metrics were recorded. The effect366
of the two malevolent nodes was evaluated based on recorded results for each simulation experiment. Finally, an367
average of each metric in the six experiments was taken and compared to the results of scenario one.368

In the third scenario, one source node and four destination nodes were selected randomly. Nodes’ speed was369
set to 15 m/sec. Traffic generation was set to 30 seconds. The black hole nodes were increased to five. The initial370
energy of nodes was varied from 80 joules to 90 joules.371

Finally, in the fourth scenario, one source node and six destination nodes were selected randomly. Node speed372
was set to 20 meters per second, traffic generation was varied from 30 to 40 seconds, and black hole nodes were373
increased to six. The initial energy of nodes was varied from 90 joules to 100 joules.374

19 b) Analysis of Simulation Results375

20 i. Packet Delivery Ratio376

Results from the simulation scenarios show that the packet delivery ratio of the proposed TB-RCBDT technique377
was superior compared to the benchmark technique. A summary of the packet delivery ratio simulation results378
of the proposed technique is illustrated in Tables 2. The minimum packet delivery ratio of the TB-RCBDT379
technique was 94% which was recorded in scenario 1. This was attributed to the low energy levels of the nodes380
in the network. When the energy levels of some nodes went low, they behaved selfishly by not forwarding some381
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21 ) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

packets to their intermediate nodes in the route. The selfish act made these nodes to save energy to extend their382
lifetime in the network.383

The proposed technique recorded a higher packet delivery ratio of 99% in scenario 1 as indicated in Figure384
5 despite the presence of cooperative blackhole nodes. In this scenario nodes’ speed was 5 meters per second.385
However, scenario 4 had a lower packet delivery ratio despite higher energy levels. This implies that the higher386
the nodes speed, the more the energy it consumes during its mobility hence making it behave selfishly as the387
battery depletes. Although scenario 4 had enough energy to sustain packet transmission in the network, most of388
the energy was used in mobility due to high speed. This explains why the packet delivery ratio of scenario 1 was389
higher than that of scenario 4.390

On average in all the four scenarios, TB-RCBDT had a higher packet delivery ratio than ECBDS and CBDS391
used as benchmark techniques. This was attributed to the fact that the proposed technique uses the concept392
of trust among intermediate nodes to determine which nodes are genuine in the network. Nodes that have393
successfully passed data packets to their immediate neighbours in the past are regarded as ’trusted’. The trusted394
nodes are the ones that form source routes in the proposed technique. This implies that despite the higher395
numbers of malicious nodes in the network, the TB-RCBDT technique is resilient enough to transmit data396
packets with minimal loss and at a percentage of over 95%. The results of all simulation experiments in the397
four scenarios were captured in Table 3. As indicated from the table, the end-to-end delays gradually increased398
from experiment one to experiment six for all the simulation scenarios. The end-to-end delay is a product of399
turnaround time. Turn-around time is the time taken between the request of transmission by the source node400
and the grant of the request by the destination node.401

The gradual increase of end-to-end delay was attributed to increased nodes in packet transmission.402
Hence a lot of time was used in making forwarding decisions. However, generally, on average, the end-toend403

delay reduced from scenario one four. This was attributed to the fact that as the nodes energy increased from404
scenario one to four, very few nodes were willing to act selfishly during packet transmission. This reduced the405
time taken during the establishment of source routes. For instance, in scenario one the minimum end-to-end406
delay was 0.3332 seconds in experiment one while the maximum was 0.3529 seconds in experiment six. The407
proposed technique had the lowest end-toend delay of 0.35 seconds as indicated in Figure 6. On average, in all408
the simulation scenarios the benchmark techniques ECBDS and CBDS had minimum end-to-end delays of 0.58409
and 0.61 seconds respectively. Further, it was observed that as the number of nodes increased in the network;410
there was a proportionate increase of end-to-end delay in all the techniques. The proportionate increase of end-411
to-end delay was attributed to the fact that every node took some time to make a routing decision. However,412
since in the proposed TB-RCBDT technique nodes had already been prequalified based on Composite Trust413
Values (CTV) and social groups, there was a negligible time used on every node in the selected source route.414
This implies that the proposed TB-RCBDT had the shortest turn-around time. Routing overhead is a ratio that415
represents the number of controls packets versus the number of data packets sent in every data frame. Table416
?? represents the summarized results of the routing overhead for the four simulation scenarios. The columns in417
the table represent the simulation scenarios while the rows represent the number of experiments per scenario.418
Simulation results show that the routing overhead of the TB-RCBDT technique increased gradually from scenario419
one to scenario four. For instance, scenario, one had an average of 3.965% while scenario four had an average of420
5.549 %. However, it was observed that the TB-RCBDT technique had the lowest routing overhead of between 4421
and 5.5% as indicated in Table 4. This was significantly small compared to the benchmark techniques. ECBDS422
had a minimum of 5% and a maximum of 15%, while CBDS had a minimum of 5.55 and a maximum of 17%.423

It was noted that in all the scenarios, as the number of cooperative blackholes increased, routing overhead424
proportionally increased for the three techniques. An increase in routing overhead was attributed to the increase425
in cooperative blackhole nodes. The extra overhead requires the routing technique to make informed decisions426
when selecting nodes to participate in packet routing. This translates to an increased number of control packets.427

However, the proportionate increase in routing overhead for the proposed TB-RCBDT was small in all the428
cases as indicated in Figure 7. This was attributed to the fact that the proposed technique only selected the429
highest priority source route. High priority source routes430

21 ) Energy Consumption431

As opposed to wired networks, nodes in MANETs are always in motion. This means that at any given time432
a node keeps on changing its geographical location. These nodes have inbuilt rechargeable batteries in their433
architecture. The batteries enable them to supply energy as they manoeuvre across the network. However, the434
depletion of energy levels in the batteries is directly to nodes’ mobility and the levels of engagement in packet435
transmission.436

As nodes transmit packets and manoeuvre through the network, they consume a lot of energy. In this study,437
the consumption of energy by nodes was captured in all the simulation scenarios. Table 5 is a summary of the438
results of the nodes’ final energy in the four simulation scenarios. The initial nodes’ energy for the four scenarios439
was 60 joules, 80 joules, 90 joules, and 100 joules respectively. In scenario one, on average the nodes’ battery440
depleted by 11 joules; that is from 60 joules to 49.356 joules. Further, in scenario four on average the nodes’441
battery depleted by 26 joules; that is from 100 joules to 73.94 joules. The increase in battery energy depletion was442
noted across the four simulation scenarios. This was attributed to the increased number of cooperative blackhole443
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nodes in the network. Table 5 shows that there is a direct correlation between the increase in the number of444
black hole nodes and the increase in depletion levels of nodes’ battery power. This is an indication that the445
cooperative blackhole nodes constantly drain nodes’ battery energy to bring down the network. However, it was446
observed that the proposed TB-RCBDT technique had the lowest energy consumption levels of between 49 and447
73.9 Joules as indicated in the table.448

Figure 8 is a graph of nodes’ energy versus simulation time (in seconds) for the four simulation scenarios. In449
the four simulation scenarios, the nodes’ initial energy was set to 60 joules, 80 joules, 90 joules, and 100 joules450
respectively as indicated in the figure. The energy consumption of the proposed TB-RCBDT is indicated in green451
colour while that of ECBDS and CBDS are indicated in blue and red colour respectively.452

The results of the four simulation scenarios indicate that is an inverse correlation between nodes’ energy and453
the simulation time for the three techniques. As the simulation time increases, the nodes’ energy levels decrease454
proportionally. However, from the figure, it can be noted that the proposed TB-RCBDT technique had the455
lowest nodes’ energy utilization levels compared to CBDS and ECBDS techniques. This is an indication that the456
TB-RCBDT technique is more efficient in terms of energy consumption.457

22 Conclusion and Future Work458

MANETs are wireless networks that have attracted attention from various domains due to their flexibility and459
ease of deployment. However, MANETs are prone to a range of security threats. Security is a key concern in460
any communication system. Guaranteeing security in MANETs is today’s one of the biggest challenges. The461
study proposed a TB-RCBDT technique against cooperative black hole attacks in MANETs. Simulation results462
indicated that the proposed TB-RCBDT technique is superior to both CBDS and ECBDS used as benchmark463
techniques. Performance metrics used include; packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, routing overhead, and464
energy consumption. This implies that the proposed TB-RCBDT technique is resilient and robust in mitigating465
cooperative black hole attacks in MANETs. TB-RCBDT technique has the capability of maintaining better466
performance through the transmission process as compared to benchmark techniques.467

As part of our future work, we intend to improve the TB-RCBDT technique by incorporating an element468
of artificial intelligence using fuzzy logic. This will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the technique in469
mitigating cooperative black hole attacks. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
470
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46
Volume XX Issue
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( )
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of Computer
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Technology

Parameter Channel Type Simula-
tion Time Number of nodes

Value Wireless Channel 400
seconds 50

MAC type 802.11 IEEE
Routing Technique TB-RCBDT
Routing Protocol OTB-DSR
Movement Model Random Way Point
Traffic model Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
Receiving Antenna Omnidirectional Antenna
Transport layer protocol User datagram protocol
Radio Transmission range 250 meters

Figure 9: Table 1 :

2

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Simulation Packet Delivery Packet Delivery Packet Delivery Packet Delivery
ExperimentRatio (%) Ratio (%) Ratio (%) (%)
1 99.88 98.81 97.65 97.37
2 99.88 98.55 97.34 98.08
3 99.88 99.08 97.97 97.74
4 99.88 98.42 97.18 97.04
5 94.88 99.47 98.44 95.43
6 99.88 98.68 99.06 96.91
Average 99.88 98.84 97.94 97.76

Figure 10: Table 2 :
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3

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
SimulationEnd-to-End De-

lay
End-to-End Delay End-to-End Delay End-to-End Delay

(Sec)
Experiment(Sec) (Sec) (Sec)
1 0.3332 0.3544 0.3612 0.3822
2 0.3372 0.3623 0.3734 0.3798
3 0.3417 0.3571 0.3699 0.3875
4 0.3526 0.3649 0.3711 0.3894
5 0.3522 0.3583 0.3687 0.3912
6 0.3529 0.3682 0.3706 0.3785
Average 0.35 0.3609 0.3691 0.3848

Figure 11: Table 3 :

4

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Simulation Routing Routing Routing Routing
Experiment Overhead Overhead Overhead Overhead
1 3.974 4.135 4.238 5.433
2 3.958 4.142 4.243 5.451
3 3.965 4.137 4.268 5.449
4 3.979 4.139 4.255 5.452
5 3.948 4.161 4.273 5.537
6 3.964 4.153 4.249 5.573
Average 3.965 4.145 4.254 5.549

Figure 12: Table 4 :

5

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Simulation Nodes’ Final Nodes’ Final Nodes’ Final Nodes’ Final
ExperimentEnergy Energy Energy Energy
1 49.256 65.78 68.34 73.47
2 49.434 66.39 69.18 74.39
3 49.389 64.99 68.76 73.58
4 49.167 65.64 69.23 73.82
5 49.336 66.47 68.65 74.14
6 49.249 65.68 68.52 74.26
Average 49.356 65.82 68.78 73.94

Figure 13: Table 5 :
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